COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY

YOUR NATURE IN NATURE

MARCH 2014

“ONE TOUCH OF NATURE MAKES THE WHOLE WORLD KIN.”
- William Shakespeare

“FORGET NOT THAT THE EARTH DELIGHTS TO FEEL YOUR BARE FEET AND
THE WINDS LONG TO PLAY WITH YOUR HAIR. ”
- Kahlil Gibran

“COME FORTH INTO THE LIGHT OF THINGS, LET NATURE BE YOUR TEACHER.”
- William Wordsworth

“LIVE IN EACH SEASON AS IT PASSES; BREATHE THE AIR, DRINK THE
DRINK, TASTE THE FRUIT, AND RESIGN YOURSELF TO THE INFLUENCE OF
THE EARTH.”
- Henry David Thoreau, Walden
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EDITOR’S NOTE
SHIRIN SUBHANI

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site:
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.

“BEING IN NATURE...WITH NOTHING BUT LOVE AND JOY AROUND
HIM, HAD BROUGHT OUT AADIT’S TRUE NATURE AND GIVEN HIM THE
CONFIDENCE TO BE THE ONLY PERSON HE CAN BE – HIMSELF... THIS
ISSUE GENTLY AND POWERFULLY REMINDS US THAT OUR CREATIVE
NATURE SITS WITHIN NATURE.”
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Dear Reader,

EDITOR’S NOTE

Three summers ago, we walked our five-year-old son Aadit into what we thought was a summer camp, but turned
out instead to be a place of sheer magic! Aadit had been recently diagnosed with autism and it had been a year
filled with heightened emotions, temper tantrums and anxiety. When I met Aadit at the end of his first day at Seattle
Children’s PlayGarden, he had a huge smile on his face. On the car ride home, for the first time ever, he spontaneously recounted some of the things he had done during his day. And the next morning, he woke up all excited to be
going to camp again! To see Aadit transform in a matter of days – calmly happy instead of overwhelmed, excited
instead of anxious, letting go of my hand and rushing into the garden without looking back or clinging to me, was
the best feeling. We watched in awe as the weeks of playing outside with complete freedom to be himself, helped
Aadit grow calm, attentive, responsive and relational. He often came back home completely wet and covered in dirt
and always with a huge smile on his face and a sparkle in his eyes. Being in nature in a safe and secure way, with
nothing but love and joy around him, had brought out Aadit’s true nature and given him the confidence to be the
only person he can be – himself.
Usher Spring in this year with the March issue of Courageous Creativity that will take you on a walk into this beautiful, welcoming garden where children of all abilities can play outdoors and stretch their imaginations and independence: kids on two feet, kids with walkers, kids in wheelchairs, kids who communicate differently.
Retrace footsteps with PlayGarden’s founder Liz Bullard and discover how the creation of PlayGarden is simply a
story of her childhood fantasy come true. Celebrate birthdays with Liz’s daughter Hannah as you learn to make
inedible yet delicious shaving cream-flower-petal mud pies. Learn with camp counselor Christy Karefa-Jones how
PlayGarden can blur the lines between adult life and childhood, between nature and classroom. And sing along with
siblings Jake and Julaine Hall as they share their most favorite PlayGarden activities with you.
Marvel at thirteen-year-old artist Forrest Neander’s beautiful paintings that he makes with his hands, and play along
on the amazing musical fence designed by world renowned artist Trimpin. Dream in whimsy and possibility with
award-winning poet and PlayGarden Dad Sherman Alexie, and chat with PlayGarden board member and parent,
Rick Jones, to learn more about this wonderful, inclusive space and its construction.
This issue gently and powerfully reminds us that our creative nature sits within Nature. We hope it inspires you to
take a walk, smell the raindrops, soak up the sun, and find your nature in Nature!
Shirin.

“THERE IS A CONSTANT UNION OF THINGS BOTH ORGANIC AND NOT
THAT SEEMS TO REFLECT THE INTERSECTION OF NATURE AND HUMAN
CREATIVITY. AS AN ARTIST MYSELF, IT WAS THRILLING TO BE ABLE
TO WATCH CHILDREN CREATE SUCH HONEST ART OUT OF THE WORLD
AROUND THEM...”

FREE TO BE

CHRISTIANNE KAREFA-JOHNSON

Christianne is a poet and rapper from Southern California. She recently graduated from Sarah
Lawrence College where she studied poetry, film, and literature of the African diaspora. She currently works part-time as a PlayGarden choir assistant and landscaper.
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FREE TO BE
Last summer, as a recent college graduate and fresh Seattle transplant, I arrived at the PlayGarden for the first time.
Having spent my college years working in elementary schools throughout New York State, the PlayGarden had been
an exciting prospect for me and seemed like a good fit.
Naturally, work had taken on a new sort of importance in my life after leaving school. This would not be just a summer job, or something supplementary to my studies, but rather my introduction to being a full-time member of the
working world. Finally the time had come to be a real live adult!
I approached my work at the PlayGarden with this sentiment in mind, but it wasn’t long after I started my first day at
camp that I realized I was coming full circle in a sense. At the time when the responsibility of getting my mature life
together felt the heaviest, I was gifted with the opportunity to watch a unique group of children unconsciously foster
a world of such chaotic creativity and then move through it with an equally astounding grace.
Perhaps it is only witnessing the freedom of the outdoors in this way that could have changed my perspective so
absolutely. It can be difficult to find your place in a world where we’re often being asked to fit the totality of our beings into some pre-allocated space from the day we start school until long after it ends. At the PlayGarden, there is
no sense of any limit when it comes to the dynamic set of experiences that are shared between children and adults
alike each day, and certainly not to the kinds of partnerships we make with nature.
Week after week, I watched as children participated in vibrant collaborations with dirt, plant life, water, consistent
rays of the sun – the earth in its purest forms. Melted crown on rocks, harvested flowers in salads, paint on grass,
arms, legs, faces, mud pies for centerpieces on the picnic tables, everything was a canvas.

“...I WATCHED AS CHILDREN PARTICIPATED IN VIBRANT COLLABORATIONS WITH DIRT, PLANT LIFE, WATER, CONSISTENT RAYS OF THE SUN...
MELTED CROWN ON ROCKS, HARVESTED FLOWERS IN SALADS, PAINT ON
GRASS, ARMS, LEGS, FACES, MUD PIES FOR CENTERPIECES ON THE PICNIC TABLES, EVERYTHING WAS A CANVAS.”

CHRISTIANNE KAREFA-JOHNSON
There is a constant union of things both organic and not that seems to reflect the intersection of nature and human creativity. As an artist myself, it was thrilling to be able to watch children create such honest art out of the
world around them, whether they were organizing the construction of a small city over at the mud-pit, adding a
silly soundtrack to a book that was being read to them, or dumping out every glitter container, bowl of paint, and
cup of water until the cement sparkled and hypnotized just as magnificently as any Jackson Pollack original.
Counselor, parent, or otherwise, there is nothing else to do when witnessing such inspired creation but to simply
join in and start learning just like the rest of the kids. We learn together in ways that a typical preschool or
elementary classroom setting might take for granted. We learn about what you can do just having fun and being
you and that is nature.
Nature is the place where we can go and do what is natural to us and the differences in whatever that might end
up being for each individual child don’t matter so much. True to the PlayGarden’s mission, my time as a counselor has taught me more than I thought I could learn about the medicine of letting loose and being yourself.
What I admire most about the PlayGarden is that it not only provides a safe haven for the children free of judgment, but it also teaches the adults who are involved what kind of amazing things that sort of acceptance can
render. For a creative young adult like myself, somewhat uneasy in this state of transition, communing four days
a week with bright children who were so willing to experience has been nothing short of much needed therapy.
Somehow the PlayGarden has made it possible for me to enter my adult life, return to my childhood, return to
nature and return to the classroom all at the same time, proving to me that perhaps they don’t have to be separate places after all.
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“COUNSELOR, PARENT, OR OTHERWISE, THERE IS NOTHING ELSE TO
DO WHEN WITNESSING SUCH INSPIRED CREATION BUT TO SIMPLY
JOIN IN AND START LEARNING JUST LIKE THE REST OF THE KIDS...
NATURE IS THE PLACE WHERE WE CAN GO AND DO WHAT IS NATURAL TO US.”

“HERE, WE TURN AND RETURN
AND TUMBLE AND LEARN
ABOUT POSSIBILITY...”

ODE TO THE PLAYGARDEN
SHERMAN ALEXIE

Winner of numerous PEN Awards for Fiction, and the National Book Award for Young
People’s Literature, long time PlayGarden Dad, Sherman is a poet, short story writer, novelist,
and performer. He has published 24 books including What I’ve Stolen, What I’ve Earned;
Blasphemy: New and Selected Stories; and The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian.
A Spokane/Coeur d’Alene Indian, Sherman grew up in Wellpinit, Washington, on the Spokane
Indian Reservation. He has been an urban Indian since 1994 and lives in Seattle with his
family. 							
photo credit: Will Austin
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ODE TO THE PLAYGARDEN

Here, we turn and return
And tumble and learn
About possibility.
We become who we are
By endlessly pretending to be
Anybody and anything.
Yesterday, we grew wings.
Today, we climbed the sky.
Tomorrow, we’ll slide down the rain.
Do you hear that laughter?
Do you hear that glorious noise?
Do you want to swing and sway?
Then run and sing with us,
For we are the beautiful dreamers
Who play and play and play.

Copyright © 2014 by Sherman Alexie. All rights reserved. No reprinting or reuse of any kind without the author’s prior written approval.

“THE PLAYGARDEN IS A COMMUNITY CENTER, A CHILDREN’S GARDEN, A PUBLIC PARK, A SUMMER CAMP, A PRESCHOOL, AN ARTS
PROGRAM. …BUT MOST OF ALL IT’S A PLACE WHERE CHILDREN
OF ALL ABILITIES CAN PLAY.”

TAMING WILD THINGS
LIZ BULLARD

Growing up as one of nine children in the 60s and 70s, “Go play outside” was a daily command
for Liz. Over the past twenty years, working as a Speech-Language Pathologist, Liz was often
confronted by the sad reality that “playing outside” was not so simple for children with special
needs. In June of 2010, Liz’s dream of having a safe and supportive place for all children to play
became a reality in the form of a new $2.4 million facility located at Colman Playfield. Seattle
Children’s PlayGarden is the first program of its kind in the country located in a public park.
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TAMING WILD THINGS
“. . .from their earliest years children live on familiar terms with disrupting emotions, fear and anxiety are an
intrinsic part of their everyday lives, they continually cope with frustrations as best they can. And it is through
fantasy that children achieve catharsis. It is the best means they have for taming Wild Things.”
- Maurice Sendak
My most present memories as a child all happened outdoors. I didn’t have a favorite season, I loved them all.
Nature provided me with my greatest joys, my biggest accomplishments, my grandest triumphs. I used nature
to overcome my fears. I took solace from loneliness up in a tree, I ran the fastest, traveled the streets, navigated
friendships and spent hours and hours in my own world, happily playing games with rules and without, making
stuff out of nothing, feeling the space, the trees, the clouds, and understanding on a deep level that the world
was good.
I entered school at four years old. A new Montessori program had opened in our community and my mother
enrolled me along with my cousin. I’m sure she thought it would be a good experience for me. I was already
reading, loved singing and art, and also loved playing with friends. In reality, I was shocked. Looking back, I was
somewhat unhappy nearly all of the time I spent in school. I lived for the time when the bell would ring, weekends, and summer vacation. I had a vague sense that the teachers didn’t know me, didn’t see me and didn’t care
for my energy. I was totally perplexed by this and tried my best to hold out until the bell rang and I would be set
free.
On a recent trip back to my hometown, my mother gave me a box of my school work. I was stricken by the
negative comments on my report cards. “She would be a better student if she worked harder,” “inattentive,”
“distracted.” My memories were validated. I was a “poor” student who “did not live up to her potential.” The adult
I am aches for the little girl I was.

“I WAS READING AT AGE FOUR AND HAD NO ACADEMIC DIFFICULTIES
SO WHAT EXACTLY WAS WRONG WITH ME? MY TRUE NATURE WAS
STIFLED LIKE SO MANY OTHER CHILDREN, BY THE CONFINES OF THE
CLASSROOM. SCHOOL ITSELF TOOK A HAPPY, CURIOUS INTELLIGENT
LITTLE GIRL AND CREATED A DISABILITY.”

LIZ BULLARD
I was reading at age four and had no academic difficulties so what exactly was wrong with me? My true nature
was stifled like so many other children, by the confines of the classroom. School itself took a happy, curious
intelligent little girl and created a disability.
My home life stood in stark contrast to school. Home to me was a mess of siblings, nine in all, loving but busy
parents who sent us out to play unsupervised until the streetlights came on. We spent weekends and summers
on nature trails, exploring the dunes, woods and beach at Lake Michigan, roaming berry and apple farms and
long cross country camping adventures with an enormous stack of library books by our sides.
I never overcame my dislike of the classroom and to this day, I remain deeply influenced by my years of struggle
in school. Lucky for me, I also remain deeply influenced by my loving and adventurous home environment. The
natural world and the world of “home” allowed my true nature to triumph over the crushing boredom and alienation that marked my years of school.
The creation of the PlayGarden is a story of a fantasy come true.
I remembered all the best parts of my childhood and wanted that for every child. I have learned from countless children with disabilities that life can be hard; the world can be a strange and scary place. People can be
confusing and simple pleasures of childhood can be hard to come by. After hours of tutoring, therapy, school
and doctor’s appointments where can these hardworking kids go to have fun, to relax and explore and be themselves? Whenever there was a glitch on the road to creating the PlayGarden, this remained a constant…all kids
deserve to play and some kids need more help to play than others.
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“I REMEMBERED ALL THE BEST PARTS OF MY CHILDHOOD AND
WANTED THAT FOR EVERY CHILD...I WASN’T EXACTLY SURE HOW
TO PROCEED SO I JUST TALKED ABOUT MY IDEA ALL THE TIME…
TO EVERYONE…ALL THE TIME. AND I WOULD ASK, ‘IF YOU WERE
GOING TO DO SOMETHING LIKE THIS, WHERE WOULD YOU START?’”

TAMING WILD THINGS
In 2002 while working as a speech-language pathologist at Boyer Children’s Clinic, I stole a few minutes between
clients to browse an issue of Garden Design magazine. My eyes lit up when I saw a short article on a PlayGarden
in NYC …Attached to NYU hospital, this garden served as a therapeutic outdoor play space for children receiving
therapy. The small 5,000 square foot garden seemed to be a slice of heaven for kids and therapists alike. The idea
took root in my brain and dug deep. I couldn’t let it go, so in September of that year, I set out to build a PlayGarden
here in Seattle.
I wasn’t exactly sure how to proceed so I just talked about my idea all the time…to everyone…all the time. And I
would ask, “If you were going to do something like this, where would you start?”
I learned early on that if you ask people for advice, they will give you money. If you ask them for money, they will
give you advice. I needed both so did both all the time. Our project took a momentous leap forward when the father
of a former patient of mine, Dr. Abe Bergman, joined our efforts. He is a force of nature who does not take no for an
answer.
Abe suggested that the PlayGarden should be supported by the city. He explained that it is the Parks department’s
mission to serve all of its citizens and we should help them fulfill their mission by asking them for a piece of land.
He made a call and within a few days we had a meeting, and there was consensus. Parks would help us with land
if we could raise the funds and get neighborhood support.
The game was on…we found our location and set about designing the space. We also started programs right
away in a forlorn playfield. We put up a temporary fence, tried to clean up the broken glass and trash and brought
in an ADA port-a-potty. Summer camp was fully enrolled with 60 children. Families came from all over the greater
Seattle area. There were so few inclusive play based programs for families. We kept the age ranges wide so that all
children in one family could attend together. No more taking one child here and rushing across town to take

“...WE ARE GOING BACK IN TIME TO WHEN CHILDREN RAN WILD,
BIKED ACROSS TOWN, DUG IN THE MUD, EXPLORED VACANT LOTS,
POUNDED NAILS AND MADE UP THEIR OWN GAMES. NOT EXACTLY
INNOVATIVE. BUT THE RESULTS SURE ARE GROUND BREAKING.”

LIZ BULLARD
the second one there and then turning around and picking one, then the other up. We accepted ALL who applied, regardless of ability to play or ability to pay.
Fall came and the work focused on completing the design and raising money. We raised over $3 million from
public and private donors. I’ve often said that the PlayGarden is my Home on the range, where seldom is heard
a discouraging word. It is loved by ALL who come to visit.
The PlayGarden is a community center, a children’s garden, a public park, a summer camp, a preschool, an arts
program. …but most of all it’s a place where children of all abilities can play.
In a way we are going back in time to when children ran wild, biked across town, dug in the mud, explored vacant lots, pounded nails and made up their own games. Not exactly innovative. But the results sure are ground
breaking.
Children who have never been more than an arm’s length away from an adult are exploring freely, big brothers
and little sisters of children with special needs are learning that other children share their story, older children
with special needs who are often the “baby” of their family are taking on leadership roles, young adults who
staff summer camp are ending their summers as changed people. Parents breathe a sigh of relief and feel deep
gratitude that their children are able to play, have fun and are not only safe and accommodated but welcomed
and celebrated for the unique beings they are.
The PlayGarden feels like home. I am now at my best, giving to others what I yearned for as a child. Life has
come full circle. I spend my days with children, playing much like I did as a child but I am also the grown up, the
teacher the mentor, the care giver who remembers how it felt to be outdoors with my feet in the grass and my
head in the clouds.
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“LIFE HAS COME FULL CIRCLE. I SPEND MY DAYS WITH CHILDREN,
PLAYING MUCH LIKE I DID AS A CHILD BUT I AM ALSO THE GROWN
UP, THE TEACHER THE MENTOR, THE CARE GIVER WHO REMEMBERS HOW IT FELT TO BE OUTDOORS WITH MY FEET IN THE GRASS
AND MY HEAD IN THE CLOUDS.”

MUD PIE BIRTHDAY
HANNAH GALLAGHER

Hannah is an environmental educator from Seattle, WA. Since 2003, she has worked as a youth
camp counsellor and most recently as the summer Camp Director for the Seattle Children’s
PlayGarden. She received her Bachelors degree in Environmental Planning and Policy from
Huxley College of the Environment in Bellingham, WA in 2012. Hannah has spent the last year
traveling through SE Asia, Australia and New Zealand. She is currently working as an Excursions
Educator for CERES Environmental Park in Melbourne, Australia. She is passionate about connecting children to nature and helping to build a more just and sustainable food system.

“UNDER THE BIG CONIFER TREE, BUCKETS ARE SET UP WITH
OOOEY-GOOEY MUD, PAILS OF WATER AND MIXING SPOONS GALORE. A SPARK GOES OFF AND WITHIN SECONDS THE CAMPERS
ARE MIND-BODY-AND-SOUL INTO A SOUP KITCHEN OPERATION,
A PIRATES’ STEW, OR IN THE CASE OF A BIRTHDAY – MUD PIES.”

HANNAH GALLAGHER
I am Hannah Gallagher: nature-seeking, world-traveling, adventure-loving environmental educator who calls the
Seattle Children’s PlayGarden home. I am happiest when I am outside and immersed in nature. Fresh air, changing clouds, raindrops on my face, I love it all. I am both calm in its embrace and energized by its enormity. I am
inquisitive, inspired and free.
I discovered nature on family camping trips, hikes with friends, summertime swimming and berry picking expeditions. Time spent outdoors in parks, lakes, mountains and gardens full of flowers and colorful vegetables, fills
my earliest memories. Over my eleven years working at the PlayGarden, I have seen hundreds of campers build
these same connections with the natural environment and, better yet, share them with new and old friends, and
counselors alike. I have watched and helped as campers learn how to cultivate joy and autonomy in the outdoors.
And let me tell you, it’s been amazing.
Like siblings, the PlayGarden and I have grown up together side-by-side. I was twelve when my mom, the
Executive Director and the woman behind the dream, started the PlayGarden. I was fifteen when we ran our first
summer camp programs. Like many of our campers, the space was new to me and the idea of a “PlayGarden”
was a vague concept. It quickly revealed some of the naive notions that I had held. Didn’t every child get to play
outside? Have a garden in their yard?
I now understand on a much deeper fundamental level why the PlayGarden was created: to spread the simple
joys of playing in the outdoors to the many for whom getting outside just isn’t so simple. I’m all grown up now
and honored to call myself the Camp Director.
I’ve tried to think of a specific story or camper that encapsulates the PlayGarden’s and my shared journey, our
nature in nature, but I could never pick just one moment or one camper. My head is full of hilarious, happy stories
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“I NOW UNDERSTAND ON A MUCH DEEPER FUNDAMENTAL LEVEL
WHY THE PLAYGARDEN WAS CREATED: TO SPREAD THE SIMPLE
JOYS OF PLAYING IN THE OUTDOORS TO THE MANY FOR WHOM GETTING OUTSIDE JUST ISN’T SO SIMPLE.”

MUD PIE BIRTHDAY
from numerous campers, many of whom I have known from the beginning. Just as the PlayGarden has watched
me grow up, I have watched campers grow, learning how to communicate, to share, to create, to include, to
wait, to focus, and above all, to play. Each lesson, each moment, is part of the magical mix that keeps me, my
fellow counsellors and PlayGarden families coming back year after year.
For the last eleven years, I have celebrated my birthday with a PlayGarden delicacy: shaving cream-flower petals
mud pie. Though these pies might not be sold at a fancy bakery, for me, there is nothing better!
Let me explain a little more about how a mud pie is made. It starts with one or two curious souls who wander
out past Mt. Jordan, eagerly make their way past the gate to the Wild Zone down the stairs and to a mysterious,
dark, slightly hidden place we call the Mud Pie Kitchen.
Under the big conifer tree, buckets are set up with oooey-gooey mud, pails of water and mixing spoons galore.
A spark goes off and within seconds the campers are mind-body-and-soul into a soup kitchen operation, a
pirates’ stew, or in the case of a birthday – mud pies.
Soon the other campers who have realized their friends are gone, go exploring. The smiles are big when they
see what their friends have discovered – messy, dirty, mucky mud and cans of shaving cream. As more campers join in the process, the kids start making a plan, a group leader is identified (either obviously or after a
process of arguing one’s case), and then the production begins.
Everyone is given a job or a role – more kids are always allowed to join in. The goal is always achieved. The
campers parade up together to present their masterpieces. They are proud, excited and happy to have done
something together. They are a team, friends. After singing, I blow out my candles and make a wish on that
PlayGarden magic!

“FOR THE LAST ELEVEN YEARS, I HAVE CELEBRATED MY BIRTHDAY WITH A PLAYGARDEN DELICACY: SHAVING CREAM-FLOWER
PETALS MUD PIE. THOUGH THESE PIES MIGHT NOT BE SOLD AT A
FANCY BAKERY, FOR ME, THERE IS NOTHING BETTER!”

“TAKE MY BROTHER AND ME FOR INSTANCE; WE REALLY ENJOY MUSIC.
LAST SUMMER AT CAMP, I PLAYED MY GUITAR AND JAKE AND I SANG
SOME SONGS I’D WRITTEN. IT WAS LOTS OF FUN!”

THE PLAYGARDEN REPORT
JULAINE HALL

Julaine is 9 years old (almost 10!). Her favorite animals are wolves. She loves exploring the
world around her. She plays guitar and likes to write original songs. She takes choir at PlayGarden and always looks forward to PlayGarden summer camp! Julaine takes circus classes and is
a circus performer too. Her last performance was on Feb 10th at Teatro Zinzanni!
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THE PLAYGARDEN REPORT
The PlayGarden is so fun! Hi, I’m Julaine Hall. I’m a kid who loves exploring, and in the PlayGarden anyone can
have a blast! I’m a camper so when summer camp at the PlayGarden comes and when I go there, there are plenty
of things I can do – and so can you!
There are some of the most amazing places there – the tree house, the garden, the wild zone, the animal coops,
BongoBenny and many more. By the way, I’m a girl and my brother also goes there. He’s so nice and sweet and
loving! Here is what he has to say: “Hi, I’m Jake Hall. I’m a kid with lots of talents! My favorite thing to do at PlayGarden is to harvest corn. I also love petting the bunnies! I also like going to the wild zone.” That’s a wrap with my
brother, let’s head back to me!
Jake and I also do circus classes so we are pretty athletic and the PlayGarden fits us well and it fits other kids too. I
don’t think I told you but it’s designed to reach out to kids that have disabilities and their siblings. Like the t-shirts
say, “It’s a garden for everyone.” Because of that, any kid can find how their talents can be used there.
Take my brother and me for instance; we really enjoy music. Last summer at camp, I played my guitar and Jake
and I sang some songs I’d written. It was lots of fun! I also may not have mentioned about how they have a cool
choir for kids! That’s another way my brother and I get to have fun with music at the PlayGarden. The teacher (Miss
Rochelle) is really nice and that goes for the pianist (Mr. Darius) too!
Miss Liz, the founder of the PlayGarden is really nice and she gave me the honor of writing this article. The kids are
also very fun! If a kid goes there, they will be amazed at how cool it is. A list of the fun animals they have there are:
bunnies (cute!), chickens, ducks, and parakeets. All are so fun and you can pet them (with PlayGarden staff approval). It is one of my favorite places. If you read this then I hope you will swing by!

“JAKE AND I ALSO DO CIRCUS CLASSES SO WE ARE PRETTY ATHLETIC
AND PLAYGARDEN FITS US WELL AND IT FITS OTHER KIDS TOO. I DON’T
THINK I TOLD YOU BUT IT’S DESIGNED TO REACH OUT TO KIDS THAT HAVE
DISABILITIES AND THEIR SIBLINGS.”

“ONE OF MY FAVORITE THINGS TO DO THERE IS TO PLAY IN THE ‘WILD
ZONE’... I ALSO REALLY LOVE HARVESTING VEGETABLES FROM THE
GARDEN AND PUSHING THE WHEEL BARROW.”

WHY I LIKE THE PLAYGARDEN
JAKE HALL

Jake is 11 years old and likes to ride his bike and go on the internet. He enjoys his book club
where he just read a book called, “Bud, Not Buddy,” by Christopher Paul Curtis. It was a fun
story and Jake enjoyed talking about it at book club. He also loves the San Juan Islands
and going on hikes and adventures there. Jake is learning the piano and loves to sing. At
PlayGarden, he is in the choir and has fun every summer at PlayGarden camp!
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WHY I LIKE THE PLAYGARDEN
Hi! I’m Jake and I’m almost about to turn twelve at the end of March. I always get excited when my mom tells
me that I’m registered for summer camp at the PlayGarden! I love it there! It’s like an all-time recess and we
get to play all day!
One of my favorite things to do there is to play in the “Wild Zone,” (with a PlayGarden staff member’s approval,
of course). I also really love harvesting vegetables from the garden and pushing the wheel barrow. I have a fun
time petting the chickens and bunnies. Sometimes they even get loose and we have to try to catch them!
To me, one fun thing is having mom pack my lunch and getting to eat with my sister and our friends. On hot
days, I like to cool off with the water feature and play on Mount Jordan. I have fun singing camp songs and
talking about our day in our opening and closing circles. There are always fun craft projects like the one with
shave cream or the tie-dye shirts and napkins or the painting. Sometimes there’s so much to do there that I get
tired and go relax in the hammock!
I also get to do another fun thing at PlayGarden all year long – I sing in the PlayGarden Choir. The practices are
really fun. We learn new songs, memorize the words, and sometimes we get to play on the drum. We have to
sign in and wear name tags. Our choir leader, Miss Rochelle, and our piano player, Mr. Darius, are really nice.
They make it lots of fun!
I hope you’ve enjoyed a little bit about why I like the PlayGarden! That’s all for now.

“I HAVE FUN SINGING CAMP SONGS AND TALKING ABOUT OUR DAY
IN OUR OPENING AND CLOSING CIRCLES. THERE ARE ALWAYS FUN
CRAFT PROJECTS LIKE THE ONE WITH SHAVE CREAM OR THE TIEDYE SHIRTS AND NAPKINS OR THE PAINTING.”

MUSICAL FENCE
TRIMPIN

Trimpin was born in 1951 in Germany and attended the University in Berlin. For the past 30
years, he has been living and working as a sound artist in Seattle, Washington. Commissions,
public art projects, and guest lectures have been the primary focus of Trimpin’s profession as
a sound artist. He has been a recipient of numerous grants and awards nationally and international.
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MUSICAL FENCE

Being a playful person myself, for my entire life, I was honored to be chosen to collaborate, design, build and
share ideas/concepts with everybody involved – particularly children with special needs. My goal was to encourage the children to learn, play, and interact with the site-specific musical sculpture. At the opening it was very
rewarding to see kids of all ages and abilities, as well as adults, enjoying the musical fence at the Play Garden.

COLORSCAPES
FORREST NEANDER

Forrest discovered his love of painting in the spring of 2011 during art classes offered by Art
Is Not An Option in Seattle. He paints with acrylics on canvas, and after trying different modifications to help him hold a brush, he found he did best painting with his hands. He received
an Award of Merit from the Washington State PTA 2012 Reflections Program for his painting
entitled “Fireworks,”and his painting “Racing” is a finalist for 2013. He participates regularly in
Northwest Special Artists gallery shows in Edmonds, Washington. Forrest is 13 years old and is
a student at Einstein Middle School in Shoreline. He lives with his family in Richmond Beach.
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COLORSCAPES

“I’VE ALWAYS LOVED A BIG PROJECT, AND THIS ONE PROMISED LOTS OF
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK HARD WITH AN AMAZING TEAM OF VERY AMBITIOUS AND SMART PEOPLE IN THE SERVICE OF A GREAT IDEA: ALL KIDS
DESERVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO PLAY OUTSIDE SAFELY...”

IN DIALOGUE WITH

RICK JONES

Rick is a Seattle small business person with a strong belief in the value of direct involvement. He
gives his time to the Seattle Children’s PlayGarden and also to Children’s Hospital. He is the father
of 4 kids ranging in age from 23 to 10. Rick likes to work and he loves to play.
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IN DIALOGUE WITH...
Shirin – Hi Rick, Thanks for talking with Courageous Creativity! Tell us how you first heard about the PlayGarden.
What was it about the idea that resonated with you and inspired you to join the team?
Rick – We attended the wedding of Boyer Children’s Clinic teacher Robin Laskowski and her husband Paul in the
summer of 2006. In lieu of gifts, they asked for donations to be made to The Seattle Children’s PlayGarden, something I had never heard of. Our daughter Annie has attended Boyer so we knew several of the folks that worked there
including Liz Bullard, the founder of SCP.
I’ve always loved a big project, and this one promised lots of opportunity to work hard with an amazing team of very
ambitious and smart people in the service of a great idea: all kids deserve the opportunity to play outside safely and
without concern. It’s a small organization and I love how nimble that allows us to be.
At the time we joined, the PlayGarden was a well-developed idea that had acquired an address, an attractive piece of
dirt with an oversize swing set and the wreck of a historic building. Nothing but room to improve!
Shirin – What has it been like for you to see kids enjoy this wonderful space to be outside and play and simply be
themselves?
Rick – It has been an amazing thing. When you visit today, the park is beautiful, the buildings gleam, there are a
variety of spaces and places where kids can play and imagine.
Remember the summer four years back when we had that spell of uncommonly hot weather? That was the summer
we were building our “Garden House” and 75% of the park was enclosed in construction fence. Our incredible summer camp team ran an amazing program tucked into the only vacant corner of the property with a couple of picnic
tables, a couple of 12ft sunshades and a garden hose. The kids had a wonderful time despite the physical limitations
of the space at the time. It was a great lesson in what matters to kids, and what does not.

“ALL THREE OF OUR DAUGHTERS HAVE BEEN SUMMER CAMPERS MULTIPLE TIMES. IT’S AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE KIDS RECOGNIZE THEIR COMMONALITIES BEFORE THEIR DIFFERENCES.”

RICK JONES
Shirin – How has the PlayGarden served your own family?
Rick – All three of our daughters have been summer campers multiple times. It’s an environment where kids
recognize their commonalities before their differences.
Our middle daughter Annie, now twelve, is a ferociously normal kid except, oh yeah, her mobility is provided
by a power wheelchair. She considers herself to be a normal kid with “transportational challenges,” and at the
PlayGarden, she is exactly that.
Our older daughter Claire, now sixteen has been both a camper and a junior counselor and I think our Lilly, ten,
probably does not remember a time without the PlayGarden being a part of our lives.
Our girls have had the opportunity through the PlayGarden to be around other kids whose siblings are also
outside the norm. When they are there as a group they become more typical, an important feeling for kids to
experience.
Shirin – For families of special needs kids, other than having a safe and loving space for their kids to play, what
are the other benefits that they end up finding for themselves?
Rick – That’s an important question. When parents take a special needs kid to a ‘regular’ neighborhood park,
the “typical” kids and families they are interacting with, often amplify their “differences.” At the PlayGarden there
are more kinds of kids and families, which makes the idea of “normal” much broader. Knowing that the entire
facility is built with safety in mind makes parents able to relax and enjoy the space and each other more.
While we focus on programs for kids, we are mindful of the needs of parents to have community with other parents, and to be able to feel welcome without scrutiny. Parents tell us again and again that there is nowhere they
feel so natural as a family, able to just chill, watch their kids be kids, and feel a sense of belonging to something
good.
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“AT THE PLAYGARDEN THERE ARE MORE KINDS OF KIDS AND FAMILIES, WHICH MAKES THE IDEA OF “NORMAL” MUCH BROADER.”

IN DIALOGUEPOP!
WITH...
ART
Shirin – What about you? Has the PlayGarden and being in nature inspired you to play more?
Rick – My particular pleasures at the PlayGarden tend to be project related. There is plenty to be done in terms of
maintenance and construction, and while we have a superb staff, they will usually make room for me to “play” too.
I have had some wonderful experiences working in groups building fences, tiling the wall of the basketball court,
painting the interior of the old building, installing the new play equipment and so on.
Kids being present always make the work more fulfilling. You can see immediate impact on their world from your
efforts.
Shirin – What has it been like watching camp counselors getting transformed as they themselves come back to the
PlayGarden summer after summer?
Rick – When we were a young and thinly funded organization, Liz Bullard assembled a group of high-school aged
kids to be counselors at our summer camps. Over the years, that original group has stayed amazingly consistent and
many of them continue to come back even though they are out of college and have begun “adult” lives of their own.
They have also mentored new counselors who are joining the program for the first time. They are an amazing group
of young men and women who have been schooled in compassion by the campers and go forward with that compassion as a key ingredient of their adult self.
Shirin – Tell us more about the luncheon that is coming up end of March.
Rick – We host a luncheon annually as our primary fundraiser. It’s at the Four Seasons Hotel on March 20th, a
Thursday. It is always fun, inspirational and fulfilling to attend.
Our friend and longtime PlayGarden Dad, Sherman Alexie will be our special guest this year. He is a brilliant speaker
and we appreciate him enormously. Sherman has been especially generous with his time over the years, and has
made a big impact on our growth. It will be a very special day. Not to be missed!
There are still seats available at this no-cost event, go to www.childrensplaygarden.org to register. I’ll make room at
my table!
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